
From: Sara March
To: Planning Clerk
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 6:12:21 PM

RE: 2. Adesa Organic, LLC, Conditional Use Permits Application Number
11923 Case Number PLN-11923-CU

Please do not approve this cannabis project. It is a completely irresponsible
project both in its potential environmental impacts and social impacts on the
area. Only profiteers stand to gain.  

Thank you,
Sara March
Eureka, California

mailto:smarch13@gmail.com
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From: Daniel Chandler
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: I oppose the Adesa CUP
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2020 10:47:54 AM

Dear Commissioners,

"Nonetheless, the Planning Commission should consider whether this portion of Maple Creek,
with its historical very low density and passive agricultural uses, is appropriate for permitting
of more intensive agricultural uses such as commercial cannabis.” pg 4 Staff Report

When marijuana was legalized I expected that big firms would attempt to industrialize
marijuana growing. However, I did not anticipate it happening in Humboldt County, known
for its high quality “family” grows. I don’t think industrialized marijuana farming (size plus
all the things that need diesels to run all the time) is appropriate in Maple Creek, and perhaps
not at all in Humboldt County. Certainly no permit should be granted until either PG&E or
solar/wind power is the source of energy.

I do support the Planning Department’s goal of bringing into compliance previously illegal
grows when that can be done without risk to neighbors or the environment. This is a whole
different animal, and the conditional use permitting process should be very rigorous.

Dan Chandler

Daniel Chandler
dwchandl@suddenlink.net
436 Old Wagon Road
Trinidad, CA 95570
Phone: 707 677 3359
Mobile: 707 601 6127

11923 -Adesa Public Comments 
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From: Kate McClain
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: To HC Planning Commission 9/3 meeting regarding Adesa Organic Cannabis Permit Application Number 11923

Case Number PLN-11923-CUP
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 9:14:27 PM

Re: Adesa Organic Cannabis Permit Application Number 11923 Case Number PLN-11923-CUP  

Dear Humboldt County Planning Commissioners: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Adesa LLC Conditional Use
Permit.   As a resident of Humboldt County I oppose the Adesa cannabis conditional use
permit.  

I do not support large, industrial cannabis production in our area.  

Large agricultural business located in rural Humboldt creates a footprint on our natural
environment that causes harm to plants and animals (living beings who are non-human). 
These big operations are not able to live in harmony with other living beings that surround
them.

Fossil fuel use running generators (I know, solar is promised) and vehicles driving in and out of
rural areas located at a distance from delivery points is counter to our county’s goal to reduce
our carbon footprint.   How do you assess increased us of fossil fuel for this business?  How
much traffic will be involved in workers driving back and forth to the work site as well as
delivery supplies and products?

A large corporate business creates big money for itself, its shareholders.  My guess is that the
Planning Department staff supports these endeavors to help increase our County tax base. 
Understandable.  How much of their revenue would actually stay in Humboldt Co?    Are the
owner’s local citizens?  if successful, will they sell out to any out-of-state business?  Who will
own that land?

Large extraction corporate businesses are not designed to care for their workers with secure
incomes.  Would these workers be residents or transients?  

 I urge the Planning Commissioners to consider the bigger, long range picture of who we are,
who we want to be now and in the future.  Do we really want to be like the Bay Area?  Rich in
money but sacrifice our natural environment?  Already, “progress” is killing us humans and
our planet with too many people, buildings, paved roads with very little open spaces left for
all other beings of the natural world. We will need a healthy vast amount of non human life to
keep this planet healthy.  Please plan wisely!

mailto:katemcclain1@gmail.com
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Please vote NO for Adesa Organic Cannabis permit in our rural Humboldt.

Sincerely,  
Kate McClain,  McKinleyville
 



Dear Planning Commission, 
 

My name Jill Giordano, and my address is 8888 Butler Valley Road, Korbel, CA.  I am in 
support of the proposed Adesa project. Laura Borusas and her partner are environmentally 
conscious, kind people who are active participates in the Maple creek community. Their vison 
for the Adesa project meets all the Planning Commission’s requirements and exemplifies an 
ethic of land stewardship. These are socially and environmentally responsible people and I know 
they will uphold their environmental commitments to the highest standard. People who have 
voiced opposition to this project, based solely on their own agendas, should not have the power 
to halt this completely compliant project. The demands this project will put on the road pale in 
comparison to the daily onslaught of logging trucks running from before dawn all day long. 
Please approve the Adesa project and set a precedence for Humboldt county’s economic and 
environmental future. Now is not the time to discourage regenerative farming. Now is the time to 
empower young farmers and those committed to the land.  

 



From: Johnson, Cliff
To: Lippre, Suzanne
Subject: FW: Letter to Planning Commission
Date: Friday, August 28, 2020 2:52:42 PM
Attachments: Letter to Planning Commision1.docx

Hi Suzanne, the pictures in this email are on pages 16-21 of the G-2 supplemental #2 for 11923 but they are all messed up in the supplemental. The applicant wants to make sure the entire pictures are shared correctly. Please share with the commissioners. Thanks
 
From: Laura Borusas <lborusas@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Johnson, Cliff <CJohnson@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Letter to Planning Commission
 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Laura Borusas <lborusas@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 19, 2020 at 4:32 PM
Subject: Letter to Planning Commission
To: Johnson, Cliff <CJohnson@co.humboldt.ca.us>
 

mailto:CJohnson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:SLippre@co.humboldt.ca.us
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Dear Planning Commission and Whomever It May Concern: 



[bookmark: _GoBack]Because there were concerns about my company and who is operating Adesa and living up here I’d like to start by sharing a bit of my story and how I ended up here in Maple Creek. My entire teen and adult life I knew that cannabis would eventually be legalized not only nationwide but globally and I wanted to be an entrepreneur in the new legal market. I feel called to work in this industry not only because I believe in the medicinal, therapeutic, and social benefits of cannabis but also because I knew there is a chance to be on ground zero of a new industry that can be shaped by different norms than the ‘resource/wealth’ extraction focus of most industries today. While studying in University, I worked for an international cannabis consulting company as a technical writer presenting research documents and regulations to corporations and governments such as the Victoria parliament in Australia prior to their adoption of a medical cannabis program.  I had already begun my cannabis cultivation apprenticeship through the company and through my own connections under master growers with some of the first cultivation licenses to come out of Colorado and Washington.  I have a background in highly regulated cannabis markets, and I am eager to be a fully compliant business here. Upon finishing my degree, I decided to make the jump and moved to California to Mendocino County where my boyfriend Scott grew up. 



Upon my first visit to Humboldt County I knew this is where I wanted to put down my roots.  All of this County and the entire North Coast is truly magical. As you all know, we are also one of the most, if not the most, famous cannabis growing regions of the world.  It’s easy to look at all of the bad actors prior to legalization and to condemn cannabis as another dangerous resource extraction industry with a guaranteed boom and bust such as timber or fishing.  But unlike timber or fishing which extracts a finite resource, cannabis can be grown on the same land with regenerative practices and not contribute to soil degradation and forest loss. And with the type of innovation that Humboldt breeders, farmers, extraction artists, and others are doing we have a chance to lead the entire world in a multi-billion-dollar industry.  Regulations that Humboldt County has put in place are meant to bring people out of the shadows and into legal markets, to hold people accountable to their growing practices, to sustainable land management practices, and to punish those that cannot or choose to not meet these standards. 



From day one I had the best intentions in mind for my company and this property. I read and reread the Humboldt County Ordinance in 2016 a dozen times before choosing this property on Maple Creek Road. It met every single standard that was requested for new grows and it exceeded my own expectations and requirements that I had in mind.  Initially the grow was going to be split onto two separate areas, and it took several years of convincing and bringing CDFW and the County on site to show them physically why the current site location was perfect for the grow. When you enter this little “nook” on the property, you are immediately sheltered and secluded from the open mountainside that most of the properties on Maple Creek have.  The forest surrounding the grow site are outside any of the mandatory setbacks and by not being exposed to the steep declining hillside south of Maple Creek Road it means that the grow is not visible to any other property owners and will not create a visual disturbance in our valley.  The Wilsons claim that it’s not true, that the property is visible from theirs but unless you climb a 50 foot boulder with no buildings or anything else on there, you cannot see over the forests and to look up the mountain slope to see the cultivation site. Preserving the natural vista of the valley was of upmost importance to me, and I don’t think the satellite imagery really does a good job of showing how out of the way and tucked in this project is.  I also think it is important to note there is almost a 2,000 foot elevation drop between the project site and the river. Although the distance covered on a flat map may be 1.2 miles to the river the distance added by the elevation drop makes it so much more removed from the valley than a picture can ever show.  The size of the property that is under our direction is actually 618 acres, I could have pushed for a larger grow but I know what is reasonable and manageable without going to the maximum of my allotment. With the grow, pond sites, and building sites, my entire project is only .73% of the property. That’s right, less than 1% of the entire property. 



This property also checked the biggest box of all for me: an opportunity to harvest rainwater. Most commercial growers will choose an endlessly sunny location, but for me I’ll take weather and rain over trucking in water and depleting ground water resources in heavily populated areas. I understand how precious water is and that it’s the ultimate resource, that is why it was so vital to me to have a property with enough land to install rain catchment ponds. I understand some Planning Commissioners were saying that these projects should be located in town but there is nowhere in town where one could store an entire growing seasons worth of water in ponds and the water would have to come from the same supply that residential water for the cities would come from, thus depleting civilian water sources sooner.  Not only that, but my rain catchment ponds can act as major water sources in case there ever was a fire on Maple Creek Road, and I would gladly not water my crop knowing that my sacrifice was helping the community. 



As we continued to develop and engineer the project based on meeting the County and State regulations, I also voluntarily gave up and mitigated internally many project details.  Without anyone mandating or requesting anything of me the following were all done on my accord: creating a company vanpool rather than having people drive up themselves, removing the entire trimming process and moving it to town, giving up installing a new metal building for the project and instead renovating existing structures and maintaining a much smaller footprint,  cutting out the winter and fall harvests for a more natural growing season to lower our carbon footprint, requesting Deva Amrita, LLC to drop their permit application for a 10k square foot grow on the property in order to not have to install a commercial road cutting across the farm, and proposing massive solar install during Ordinance 1 before we were ever requested to do an 80% renewable energy mandate by the County.  Just from SHN here are the hours put in by habitat specialists:



Greg O’Connell, SHN Biologist/Botanist (now working for CDFW)                288 hours

Gretchen O’Brian, SHN Biologist (specialty birds)                                                149 hours

Cindy Wilcox, SHN Geologist (specialty in wetland soils)                                  384 hours

Warren Mitchell, SHN Biologist (specialty Fisheries)                                          10 hours



When we were presenting the grow to the County and through all the documentation and CEQA process we are repeatedly asked not to go into the details of our company ethos or why we want to do what we do, that the facts should speak for themselves – and I think that is great but at this point I feel like you must hear about WHY I want to do what I do.  To be honest, cultivating cannabis is simply the best use of my unique skillsets, in order to help people in general. I want to operate an organic, not only sustainable but regenerative farm, that is commercially sized because I want to generate enough revenue to do something beneficial for Humboldt and California not just to help myself, my family, or my employees. My goals are to eliminate millions of dollars of uncollectible medical debt from the poorest in our community via debt forgiveness. My year one goals are to forgive one million dollars of medical debt here in Humboldt County. 



I am so focused on my goal that I literally would not let anything stand in my way. I took every single request and requirement from the Ordinance, the Planning Department, every single agency that came to visit very seriously. I have met every single guideline, done every single requested study, and then some. I have hired the most qualified professionals in each field, and I did all the studies how they thought they should be done without giving any bias or guidelines to favor me. I have gone into debt by the hundreds of thousands to engineer a project that would meet the guidelines in the Ordinance – and I was happy to do it for a chance to live out my dream.



The Planning Commission thinks of Maple Creek as an undisturbed area without industrial operation—well I would encourage you to drive a little further than the swimming spot at the bridge to see what Maple Creek is really experiencing. Since I moved in four years ago there has literally been a thousand acres clear-cut in this valley. I have sent in some photos of the most recent examples, which are actually right on the road. My property is adjacent to some of these operations and the devastation to the wildlife corridors, the sediment running into the steams, the piles of dead wood everywhere and all of the oaks cut in the process to me is astonishing. I’d like to remind you I’m using less than 1% of my entire property for my operations. The concerns about this road not handling the added traffic are also absurd considering what traffic these logging operations bring to the area- hundreds of weekly trips by massive semis. I understand that logging is an institution in Humboldt but to select my project for denial in order to preserve the bounty of Maple Creek while turning a blind eye to what is actually happening out here seems ridiculous to me, and clearly bias specifically against cannabis. I am a young female entrepreneur, who is trying to entrench herself here in the community, who did everything according to the Ordinance voted in Humboldt, with a history working in legal regulated markets, eager to be compliant, and at this point willing to do anything to see this project through.  I hope you judge my project based on the requirements of the Ordinance, with an honest unbiased eye towards the project scope compared to the industrial agricultural activity already in the area, and knowing that the County supports us with the mitigations they have decided upon and which I have agreed to follow. 



Sincerely,



Laura Borusas

8-19-20



 







From: rama zarcufsky
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Adesa project
Date: Monday, August 31, 2020 11:16:07 PM

Dear Planning Commission,

My name is Rama Zarcufsky, and I live in Maple Creek.  I'm writing in support of Adesa. 
Simply put, I believe the Adesa project will be a good neighbor.  Laura is a member of the
School Board at the Maple Creek School. She and Scott are members of the community here,
they care about Maple Creek and you can tell they love the land they live on. 

Some other residents have voiced opposition to the Adesa project, but none of those concerns
are based on specific facts about how the project fails to meet the requirements of the
County’s cannabis ordinance.  These people in large part are opposed to cannabis generally or
are pursuing their own agendas. Laura Borusas has gone out of her way to design a project that
meets the County’s requirements. 

I ask that the Planning Commission approve the Adesa Project. 

Rama Zarcufsky

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:shockti@hotmail.com
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From: Lisa Bethune
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Agenda item 2, Adesa Organic
Date: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 2:48:27 PM

Desr Planning Commission,
 
We are writing to ask you to deny approval of a large scale cannabis grow permit in the Maple Creek area
by Adesa Organics.  Maple Creekis one of the sparkling jewels of Humboldt County. It is an area with
significant habitat value (golden eagles, spotted owls, rare white oaks), as well as an important watershed
for the Mad River, which provides quality drinking water for residents of Humboldt County.  Both the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, as well as Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District have written
in opposition to allowing this project to pass without full CEQA review.  To ignore their professional advice
would make it seem that the Planning Commission is selling out to outsiders who are investor-driven. 
We've seen this over and over again, and in the long run, it only damages our county and its residents.
 
Maple Creek is not the right location for any large-scale industrial grows.  This should NOT be approved
for a permit!!
 
Sincerely,
 
Lisa and Tom Bethune
 
149 Boynton Prairie Road
Arcata, CA  95521
 
lisabe149@gmail.com
 
 
 
 

mailto:lisabe149@gmail.com
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From: Cynthia Kuttner
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Adesa Cannabis Grow
Date: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 3:18:40 PM

I write to you today because the land cannot speak for herself. If you want industrial grows please use already
industrialized property. Please do not add to the destruction of natural lands which are suffering from human impact
all over the world. We need, the earth needs, clean abundant water, healthy forest systems, and the fauna and flora
who depend on that healthy system. Don’t be the ones to further destroy our planet. Maple Creek is one of our more
pristine valleys!  Do the right thing: put nature’s health before profit.
Most sincerely, Cindy Kuttner,
                          1740 Buttermilk Lane, Arcata, California

Sent from my iPad

mailto:cynthiakuttner@gmail.com
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From: Joyce King
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Public comment for Sept 3 Planning Commission mtg
Date: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 5:24:16 PM

Agenda item 2. Adesa Organic, LLC, Conditional Use Permits

Application Number 11923
Case Number PLN-11923-CUP

Please require full CEQA review for this project, as recommended by
the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District, and as indicated by the
significance of issues presented by the California Department of Fish
and Wildlife.

It concerns me that the Planning staff sometimes appears obstructionist
with regard to agency input.  It did not include the full comment letter
from CDFW in Planning Commissioners’ packets until formally
requested.  It failed to have CDFW personnel with the most direct, on-
the-ground knowledge of the project issues in attendance for
questioning.  Written responses to CDFW come across as challenging
and dismissive. The recent revelation of the CDFW comment letter
having been “watered down” is reminiscent of the Planning Department
attempt to do the same to CDFW during the TeraGen hearings.

Large landowners and businesses already have many opportunities to
circumvent environmental regulations. They can pay to find legal
loopholes, obtain variances, establish overriding economic concerns,
treat fines as the cost of business, and count on lack of sufficient
funding for enforcement. Thus, any pressure on the resource agencies
to soften their findings in order to facilitate permitting under the least
stringent environmental requirements strikes me as unfair, to small
landowners and businesses, and to the environment.
 

Humboldt has suffered repeatedly from absentee-owned, investment-
backed, industrial scale exploitation of its natural resources and people. 
The rare geographic and biological characteristics that make this a
refuge from today’s climate catastrophes are increasingly at risk from
the cumulative impacts of incomplete and short-sighted planning. 
 

mailto:samonely@gmail.com
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The Adesa project will be a precedent-setter.  Not only for its own
expansion plans, but for similar projects in the queue, and in the minds
of investors here and abroad.

Please do not be derailed by legal challenges to your decision.  My
understanding is that the actions of a Planning Commission should be
based on a layperson’s holistic understanding and concern for long term
health and sustainability.  The Board of Supervisors seems the more
appropriate venue for legal debates, and for assessment of often
politically influenced industrial scale economics and impacts on the
community.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Joyce King, McKinleyville
707-267-5409

PS  I expect the heightened fire risks posed by increasing the number of
large enterprises like this in remote areas would strain already
overburdened local fire-fighting and rescue units – especially with the
steep upward trend in seasonal back-country fires in California.



From: Shanti Zarcufsky
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Agenda Item G-2 Adesa
Date: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 10:17:23 PM

Dear Planning Commission,

Hi! My name is Shanti Zarcufsky. I live in Eureka and am writing you on behalf of my support for the Adesa
Project. I have known Laura for many years, as a neighbor, a contributing and influential member of the community
and as a friend. Laura gives so much to the county, being a huge supporter of local businesses and keeping her
money local. She is also a contributing member of her local community in Maple Creek, being a member of the
school board. I know that she will continue to give back through Adesa once her proposed plan is approved. Laura
has made a very conscious and well thought out plan, meeting all of the county requirements and beyond, for her
neighbors and Maple Creek-the place she loves to call home.

I ask that the planning commission approves the Adesa Project. Please let Laura Borusas thrive as a business owner
in Humboldt County, where she will do everything to make the place she loves even better.

Thank you,

Shanti Zarcufsky

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:shanti.cmt@gmail.com
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Wednesday, September 2, 2020 
 
Re: Agenda Item G-2 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
My name is Sita Zarcufsky, and I am a community member living in Humboldt County. I write to support 
the proposed Adesa project. 
 
I have tuned in the last two sessions and have concerns that certain members of this commission are 
allowing their personal feelings to affect decisions that can, and will, largely benefit our local 
community. 
 
We are currently living in an unprecedented global pandemic and I think it’s imperative to remind the 
committee that across our country, a record number of people are unemployed, our economy is 
tanking, small businesses are dying, and very little is being done to save small businesses and 
entrepreneurs. This is a time in which we should all welcome anyone to come forth with job 
opportunities and a business plan that contributes to saving our economy. 
 
It’s undeniable that cannabis agriculture has been the county’s saving grace through past recessions. 
Humboldt is so well-known for its “canna-culture,” the county itself created a position last year to 
purposely curate us as the "wine country" of canna-tourism. Then I tune into our planning committee 
and hear purely biased feelings preventing the fruition of such businesses. How can we pursue tourism 
dollars in an industry we’re refusing to allow to thrive? 
 
What is before us is a young, female entrepreneur who has spent countless dollars and years dedicated 
to jumping through every hoop the county has put in front of her. She is clearly diligent in her efforts to 
make her business entirely law-abiding and legitimate. In a previous session, it seemed as though 
someone was trying to liken cannabis cultivators as lazy criminals. An individual who devotes that much 
time and money to simply obtaining a license is neither lazy nor criminal. Ms. Borusas clearly has pure 
intentions to adhere to the continually evolving rules and regulations of the cannabis industry. To 
maliciously continue denying permits to honest entrepreneurs taking the already longer and more 
expensive route is only going to push growers to forego the process to licensing and fall into the black 
market, with zero accountability, regulation, and certainly no revenue being generated for our county. 
 
Lastly, I would like to address the hypocrisy of some members of the committee. Apprehension was 
stated due to the desire to keep the beloved swimming hole at the bridge preserved. Thirteen years ago, 
I used to live across the river from that swimming hole, and currently, that swimming hole exists on my 
brother's property. Any day of the week during the warmer months, that road is crowded by reckless 
drivers and illegally parked vehicles. It’s those trespassers traveling on unfamiliar rural roads that put 
Maple Creek residents, pets, and wildlife at risk. Their noise pollution can be annoyingly heard at homes 
within several miles range. They leave their trash on the river banks. My brother has personally cleaned 
dirty diapers, used needles, broken glass, empty cans, and plastic bags off his own property. This past 
weekend, I brought my kids and my nephew to enjoy my brother's swimming hole, and after finally 
finding a lone spot amongst the crowd, we essentially got sat upon by a large, obnoxious group, 
consisting of all ages, playing loud music, using profanities in front of their children and mine, drinking, 
filling the air with cigarette smoke and then flicking their butts into the sand. I would certainly say that is 
FAR more of an environmental concern to Maple Creek and the Mad River than a strictly regulated and 



well maintained grow, and yet, some of you happily admitted to partaking with the rest of the crowds 
down there. 
 
And so, there seems to be no legitimate reason to continue to deny the licensing for the applicant. As a 
resident of Humboldt County, I am grateful we have an ideal environment for our county’s cash crop 
and for the dedicated farmers who are willing to rise with the roosters and put in long, honest, hard 
days of work to keep our economy largely unscathed by the issues plaguing the rest of the country. I 
urge all of you to do what is best for Humboldt County: put your personal feelings towards cannabis 
aside and come together to support the dream of this hard-working female entrepreneur. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Sita Zarcufsky 
Humboldt Community Member 
Eureka, CA 
 



From: Mad River
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: PLN-11923 Adesa - opposed
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 10:12:00 AM
Attachments: CEQA letter%209.28.2018.Humboldt copy.pdf

CDFW=EIR.docx
HBMWD = EIR.docx
MRE Estates CEQA 2 copy.pdf
Other grows .docx
MR Estates Cum Impacts.pdf
KFD & HC Gen Plan.docx
Diesel .1.docx
PGE not evaluated.docx
Golden eagles .1.docx
Adesa, et al TRAFFIC.docx
Deva.docx
Solar Arrays.docx
SOD.docx
Criminality.docx
PC Opportunity.docx

Friends of the Mad River requests that the planning commission deny this project.

Here’s where the County joined HBMWD and CDFW in calling for EIR.
See attachments CEQA letter09.28.2018.Humboldtcopy.pdf,
CDFW=EIR.docx, HBMWD = EIR.docx.

Mad River Estates proposed next door also calls
for EIR. See attachment MRE Estates CEQA
2copy.pdf.

Other Grows in the area contribute cumulatively to
habitat fragmentation and conversion of
communities from rural to manufacturing.

The applicant’s concerns (Ms. Borusas' letter) regarding the
havoc wreaked by TPZ operations surrounding the project are
valid, and should trigger a thorough cumulative impacts
evaluation of the combined effects of adding this and multiple
other industrial Cannabis operations to those from TPZ
harvesting, which is very seasonal, as opposed to this
24/7/365 operation.

PGE extension is not the separate project characterized by
Planning, it is a reasonably foreseeable proposed mitigation
for the diesel generators, and a definitive component of the
neighboring Mad River Estates project. Its growth-inducing

mailto:friendsofthemadriver@gmail.com
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C O U N T Y  O F  H U M B O L D T  
P L A N N I N G  A N D  B U I L D I N G  D E P A R T M E N T  


C A N N A B I S  S E R V I C E S  D I V I S I O N  
 


3015 H Street Eureka CA 95501    
Fax: (707) 268-3792   Phone: (707)445-7541  


 
 
 
September 28, 2018 Sent via email to 
 scoriell@shn-engr.com 
SHN Engineering & Geologists 
Attn.: Stein Coriell 
812 W. Wabash Ave. 
Eureka, CA 95501 
 
RE: Permit Application No.  APPS# 11923 APN: 315-211-004 & 315-145-002 CUP-16-452  
           11924 APN: 315-146-018 & 315-222-003 CUP-16-453 
Dear Mr. Coriell: 
 
The County has reviewed the draft CEQA Initial Study prepared for the Adesa Organic LLC and 
Deva Amrita LLC projects.  Unfortunately, there is not enough information available to determine 
if all potential impacts have been disclosed and mitigated to the extent feasible. The initial study 
will require substantial revision in order to adequately assess whether or not there are potentially 
significant impacts associated with the construction and operation of the project. The County will 
work with our consultant to update the initial study; however, further information must be 
submitted in order to update the Initial Study and to determine if potentially significant impacts 
exist.   
 
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife has requested that an Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) be prepared for an adjacent project due to concerns that the project and adjacent 
projects in the cumulative have the potential to change the environment, thus adversely 
affecting the habitat of State and Federally listed species.  The bar for requiring an EIR is whether 
a fair argument of a potentially significant impact exists.  The argument has been presented by 
CDFW on an adjacent property based on potential cumulative impacts.  
 
The following information must be submitted to enable completion of the environmental 
document for your proposed projects:  


 
1. The Biological Impacts analysis does not consider cumulative impacts associated with 


these projects and other proposed projects in the vicinity. The Natural Resources 
Assessment received by the County from your consultant on February 26, 2018 must be 
updated to include more information about potential special status species.  For instance 
the document identifies on pages 22 and 23 that there are 33 special status plant species 
and 38 special status animal species that have the potential to exist on site, but does not 
identify what they are or whether a survey has been done to determine whether they exist.  
This lack of information makes it impossible to determine if the project will have an impact 
on these species.  The Natural Resources Assessment does not address many of the species 
that were identified (including physical presence, scat, or tracks) by CDFW staff on their 
site visits on May 7 and May 30, 2018 for an adjacent project. Granted this adjacent area 
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also has frontage on the Mad River, and the subject sites do not; however, the presence 
of a Bald Eagle and a Golden Eagle were identified during the CDFW site visit.   
a. Golden Eagles and Bald Eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle 


Protection Act.  The submitted Natural Resources Assessment does not include an 
assessment of these species.  Please submit an amended survey that assesses the 
presence of these species, including identification of potential foraging habitat.  Given 
that this project is within the vicinity of a known Golden Eagle Nest, and possibly in the 
habitat area of a Bald Eagle, these facts alone may be sufficient to find that an EIR is 
required. 


b. A great deal more information is needed to adequately disclose the species which 
could be impacted and a discussion of the potential sources of impacts (construction, 
loss of habitat through new development, and operational (human activity and use of 
onsite roads.)). Please submit additional information for each of the species that have 
potential to exist on the site.  


c. The use of generators and mixed light is a significant concern with respect to its impact 
on wildlife habitat. 
 


2. Additional information to address Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases is required.  The 
County must have additional information to show how dust generation on a gravel road 
in an Air Basin that is in non-attainment for PM10 is not a significant unavoidable impact.  
No modeling has been done for greenhouse gases or air quality impacts.  


 
The responses to items 1 and 2, above should also consider the cumulative impacts of the three 
similarly large applications proposed in proximity to this site. Under the circumstances this is the 
most significant consideration of the entire CEQA analysis. Unless the Initial Study can be 
adequately modified to present adequate evidence on the record that there is not the potential 
for a significant adverse impact, the only conclusion the County can reach is that an EIR must be 
prepared.   
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me at eschatz1@co.humboldt.ca.us or 707-268-3759 if you 
have any questions about this letter.   
 
Sincerely,  


 
Elizabeth Schatz 
Senior Planner 
 
cc:  Adesa Applicant 
 Deva Amrita Applicant 
 Greg Williston, SHN 



mailto:eschatz1@co.humboldt.ca.us




[bookmark: _GoBack]The final IS/DMND should be revised to include an analysis of all Project impacts, including Project components included in the LSAA, and propose mitigation where appropriate (Recommendation 1). CDFW 7/31/2020






[bookmark: _GoBack]“Cumulative impacts refer to two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts…The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single project or a number of separate projects. For the above reasons, the District (HBMWD) requests the Planning Commission require full environmental review of CUP 16-452 and the Special permit application SP 18-074 for Cannabis cultivation sites.” 10/17/18 HBMWD























































[bookmark: _GoBack]APPENDIX: OTHER PROJECTS (SEE MAD R ESTATES CUMULATIVE IMPACTS FOR MORE PROJECTS)

 (There are other CUPs in this region, potentially awaiting this approval.

https://aca-prod.accela.com/HUMBOLDT/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=16HUM&capID2=00000&capID3=0126S&agencyCode=HUMBOLDT

 

•12775 –56,235 square foot (SF) The power source will be a 100kw diesel generator and propane generators.

 

•11616 – a new 5 acre (217,800 square foot (SF) Power will be provided by generators

 

•12346 – Four (4) Conditional Use Permits that will operate year around, seven days a week. …

 

•10946 –9,600 square feet, Five cycles harvests occur per year. Electricity is provided by generators.

 

•11898 –17,780 square feet Electricity is provided from generator power.

 

•11899 –10,000 square feet. Electricity is sourced from generator power.

 

•11110 –22,000 sf. Power is provided by an onsite generator.

 

•11982 –10,000 square feet Electricity is sourced from solar, wind, and micro-hydro power, with backup generator power.



The crowded field of projects is summarized in the IS/MND:

 

 

“An applicant has applied for two conditional use permits and a special permit for 56,235 square feet of commercial cannabis cultivation on a parcel to the south of the Adesa Organic LLC project. This project consists of both outdoor and mixed-light cultivation, an associated nursery, and a commercial processing facility. Project water is sourced from two existing ponds and a permitted well. Power will be sourced from a 100kW diesel generator and propane generators with appropriate noise attenuation.” 

 

“There is a second proposed cannabis cultivation on a 417-acre parcel directly to the southwest of the Adesa project. This project permit application consists of four conditional use permits for a new mixed-light cultivation operation with the development of 37 greenhouses totaling four cultivated acres. Irrigation water will be sourced from rainwater catchment with 2.5-million-gallon pond and additional storage tanks. The project would employ approximately 24 full-time and up to 2 part-time employees. Power would initially be supplied by generators, with PG&E service being installed in the future. Up to six acres onsite will be reserved for RRR cultivation that would consist of outdoor cultivation and require separate land use approvals.”

 

“These two projects all require the use of Maple Creek Road for project access and are all located between 0.5 mile and 1.5 miles of the project sites.”

 

“There are three additional projects further afield from the Adesa Organic, LLC project. These include an application for an existing 9,600-square-foot mixed-light operation located approximately 3 miles to the northwest, an application for 17,780 square feet of existing outdoor medical cannabis cultivation located approximately 2.2 miles to the southwest, an application for 10,000 square feet of existing outdoor cannabis cultivation located approximately 2.1 miles to the southwest, an application for 22,000 square feet of existing mixed-light cultivation located approximately 2.3 miles to the southwest, and an application for a zoning clearance certificate for 10,000 square feet of new mixed-light cultivation approximately 3.2 miles to the southeast.”(IS/MND 102-103, italics added)























General Plan Violation

There is no indication that any fire department, Kneeland or Maple Creek FPD, has specifically acknowledged providing adequate coverage for fire protection, as required by the HC General plan, “Required Findings for Conditional Use Permits and Special Permits.” 

 The proposed development must be consistent with the General Plan. However, the proposed development is not in conformance with the following policy of the General Plan:

 Community Infrastructure and Services Element standard IS-S5, Other Development Outside of Fire District Boundaries, “requires new industrial, commercial, and residential development located outside of fire district boundaries to obtain written acknowledgement of available emergency response and fire suppression services from the local fire agency, including any recommended mitigation.” 

Confused Responsibility

“Portions of the project site are within a Wildland Fire Rating Zone of “High,” and portions of the project site are within a Wildland Fire Rating Zone of “Moderate,” indicating that the area is at moderate to high risk of wildland fire (Humboldt County GIS 2018). The subject properties are located in the Kneeland Volunteer Fire Response Area, but are in State Responsibility Area (SRA) lands, which means the site is an area of legal responsibility for fire protection by CALFIRE.” 54& 97SR



CalFire is not the responsible agency, it is within the “sphere,” but not the District of Kneeland FPD ( http://humboldtlafco.org/wp-content/uploads/Kneeland-FPD-and-Sphere_7-17-13.pdf.

[bookmark: _GoBack]In any case, it is clear that CalFire opposes this project for obvious reasons.

High Risk Areas With Prolonged & Inadequate Response

The biggest risk of Adesa is fire (habitat fragmentation is guaranteed). CalFire’s heliport at Kneeland is 6 miles away and is only fully operational 5 months out of the year, and then without ground support.  Kneeland VFD is over 30 minutes away and not equipped to handle large or complex fires with their 12-person team. CalFire warns: “Steep terrain and heavy wildland fuels contribute to fire intensity and spread. The distances from fire stations and road grades encountered usually create an excessive response time for effective structure fire suppression purposes.” 

 That’s why CalFire opposes Adesa: “CALFIRE does not support development in areas where there is no local agency fire service for structure fires and emergency medical response. Fire services should be extended into service gap areas as a condition of development.” (SR 89-91)

Currently, multiple fires in the state have exhausted fire protection services. There is no assurance that a fire in the Maple Creek area would be an isolated event, but this inevitability is never considered.

“In out of district areas, response times can exceed 30 minutes (KFPD 2018).” 80 IS/MND

 “The fire hazard severity zone for the project is classified as “Very High.”” 58SR

Diesel fuel is highly flammable, and propane tanks explode in a fire, risking fire personnel and everybody else.








DIESEL POWER  GENERATION



CDFW and the public are confused by Cliff Johnson’s “clarification” that phasing will proceed from full sun and hoop greenhouses, and that the proposed 690 Kw solar PV array is mitigation for the diesel generators.



However, it is clear from the Staff report that diesel generated power is an integral part of the plan, transitioning within three years to 50% renewable and in six to 80%. (27SR) 



 “The applicant shall ensure a minimum of 80% of project electrical energy is generated by renewable sources. This shall be accomplished through the use of solar arrays on-site with generator for backup.” (27SR)

“The Project proposes phasing for several features including greenhouse construction (i.e. hoop houses initially with hand-pulled shading progressing to automated systems), starting with permeable greenhouse floors then transitioning to two-acres of concrete, and energy use initially diesel generators transitioning to a photovoltaic [PV] array.” 106SR

“Mitigation is proposed to ensure that the project develops adequate solar generation capacity that reduces diesel consumption to primarily times when solar generation is unreliable (i.e. extended periods of overcast or cloudy weather).” (IS/MND 41)

“However, even if diesel is used to completely meet project needs, later analysis shows that this is a less than significant impact to air quality.” (IS/MND 21) 

“An estimated supplemental light use is anticipated to be approximately 1,500 hours per year. The applicant plans to use a combination of solar and diesel generator use for supplemental lighting and HVAC power. With a project that will be developed in phases, it is difficult to estimate the generator fuel usage. Even if solely diesel generation was used to meet the project energy needs, the projected fuel use is less than 135,859 gallons (Diesel Service and Supply 2019).” 23 IS/MND

All the electronic equipment will need electricity: mixed lighting, 14 air conditioners (“Fourteen stand-alone air conditioning units would be placed along the east side of the structure.”4SR), fertilizer irrigation systems, pumps, light deprivation curtains, heaters, dehumidifiers, security and communications systems, etc.



How Many Generators?

There is further confusion regarding how many generators are planned: two 500KW diesel generators (4&116SR) or “The project proposes to generate power through a combination of solar PV panels and five diesel generators: four 725-kw and one 150-kw.” (SR pg 38 & 46). “Power is proposed to be provided by a combination of solar power and diesel generators.” 10SR 



How much diesel is stored?

[bookmark: _GoBack]The Staff Report catalogues diesel use, storage, and an every two week delivery schedule (pp 6, 37 & 61 SR), although again there is confusion regarding the amount of diesel stored on site, because on page 60 of the SR, the total stored is 15000 gal not 10,000, with 5,000 attributed to Deva Amitra (with NO discussion of Deva in the SR).



“The Adesa Organic, LLC project will use up to approximately 135,859 gallons of diesel annually. A total of up to 10,000 gallons of diesel fuel storage will be installed for the Adesa Organic, LLC project, in two separate 5,000-gallon above-ground tanks.” 8SR








PGE connection unevaluated

Audubon asserted that growth-inducing impacts from interconnecting to PGE have not been adequately addressed. 

PLANNING’s response: “The commenter asserts that the extension of the electrical grid to the subject property would “be a growth inducing factor.” Any decision by an electrical utility in the future, which is purely speculative at this point, is a completely separate project from the proposal presently under consideration.” 

However, the record shows reliance by Adesa, and the neighboring project, Mad River Estates, on PGE as a potential mitigation for the diesel generators:

“If the project is ever interconnected to the local grid the electrical energy would be provided by Pacific Gas and Electric Company.” (IS/MND, Pg 42), and “Power would initially be supplied by generators, with PG&E service being installed in the future.” (IS/MND pg 102) 

 “Alternatively, the project could interconnect into the local grid and obtain electrical energy from a local utility providing power generated from up to 80% renewable sources.” (27SR)

And right next door on the Mad River Estates proposed project:

“There is a second proposed cannabis cultivation on a 417-acre parcel directly to the southwest of the Adesa project. Power would initially be supplied by generators, with PG&E service being installed in the future. 

However, the Staff Report provides no information to evaluate the feasibility or consequences of such a connection in this very rural area.

[bookmark: _GoBack]Additionally, the potential for Adesa to double in size, a prospect facilitated by the unlimited power of PGE, is reasonably foreseeable: “The project site, which will consist of one legal parcel of 443 acres after recording of a Notice of Merger, would potentially be eligible for up to 4 acres of new cultivation under this provision however the applicant has chosen to request approval of half of what is potentially permittable.” (sic). SR3 The second pond option reinforces this expectation.








“Golden eagles tend to avoid nesting in areas with a lot of human activity.” (https://centerofthewest.org/2016/06/20/golden-bald-eagles-different/)



Alternative Golden Eagle nest sites, like the one identified by Keith Slauson near Mad River Estates next to Adesa, reflect “core areas of Golden Eagle territory,” and are likely to be used. (“Conservation Significance of Alternative Nest Sites of Golden Eagles” Global Ecology and Conservation, Jan., 2015) 



These Eagles, rare in this habitat, range over 10 square miles, with a nest curtilage of over two. 



[bookmark: _GoBack]Pairs were spotted during March, April and May 2020 surveys. They are the only Goldens in the area.



There is no way to avoid threatening their lives from the planned activities proposed here.






TRAFFIC



Vanpools are optional, GHG evaluations are not



Optional employee carpools, or individual transports, may increase the VMT’s in excess of that disclosed in the Staff Report, which only considered vanpools, contributing further, along with water and diesel deliveries, to the unevaluated GHG emissions. (IS/MND, pg 6)

“…[a]nalysis should include the project’s energy use for all project phases and components, including transportation-related energy.” http://files.resources.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/2018_CEQA_FINAL_TEXT_122818.pdf pg 30



Inevitable, Unprecedented Increased Traffic Hazards



These access roads to the Project see little traffic year-round, but hardly any in the winter. That would change dramatically were this, and pending projects approved, especially if/when other projects in the area are permitted, since all 3 access roads (Fickle Hill, Kneeland, or Mountain View), converge on Maple Creek Road, (except directly onto Maple Creek Rd out of Korbel from 299).



Traffic along these roads can be treacherous. Twelve of the segments in the project’s road report measured from 17-19 feet, (the standard road is 24 feet), and the one widest measures 23 ft. (64 SR) Logging trucks and drivers unfamiliar with these winding roads along with diesel and propane trucks make for risky confrontations. (see Highway Patrol at pg 110 SR)



Wet winter travel can be vectors for SOD.



[bookmark: _GoBack]Employees, diesel and water deliveries, unlike logging trucks, will drive these roads every day all year long.






[bookmark: _GoBack]Deva Amitra LLC shares the metrics for water collection, storage and usage; diesel use; and prime ag soils with Adesa LLC, but there is no discussion of Deva in the SR. 60-62SR 




Ground-based solar arrays create impacts to wildlife from mirror and other effects, and wildlife corridors, and from ground disturbances like trenching, yet there is no discussion of any influence on the environment from the 10-12,000 sq ft array, and the 500 sq ft battery shed in proximity to wetland buffer areas. (see map. IS/MND pg 168



Batteries come in all styles, including those known to spontaneously combust (eg Li ion), or explode from hydrogen gas escapement during recharging, and leak sulfuric acid, contaminating the soil and ground with lead (lead acid).



“Proposed Photovoltaic System and Battery Sheds: An approximately10,000-12,000-square-foot photovoltaic (PV) system is proposed with an associated 500-square-foot battery shed on the hillside to the north of the greenhouses. The PV system would be located near the proposed cultivation area. The PV system is proposed to consist of an array of low, ground-mounted panels.”  4SR

[bookmark: _GoBack]

.

“Electrical Service 

The solar PV systems will have a maximum power output of 690 kW. Rooftop solar is also proposed on the agricultural storage building.” 8SR










The Staff Report makes no mention of Sudden Oak Death (SOD) from the all-season increase in traffic, especially the  wet season, from SOD-affected areas to this mixed forest with susceptible species and carriers. SOD is not currently in this Maple Creek area, but it has been found a couple miles downstream of this project, and on Mt. View Ranch property and elsewhere.



[bookmark: _GoBack]According to Yana Valachovic, UC Cooperative Extension: “At present we have not seen the disease in white oak and hope it stays that way.  …the disease is present in that area, (in the Maple Creek and Mad R areas from the mouth of Goodman Prairie Creek to the end of Maple Creek Road,  upstream from Jack Shaw Rd, both sides of the Mad R), but I can’t exactly be certain where.  There are no funds for a formal tracking program, but the disease is in that drainage and is generally in small pockets around where you ask.” (8/24/2020)






[bookmark: _GoBack]Cannabis grows are known to be unarmed, and because of this remote location far from law enforcement, Adesa, like others similarly situated, are vulnerable to criminal activities. A single security guard on duty during daytime hours is hardly a deterrent, and electronic security devices are not foolproof.



“The drying facility and greenhouses will have a security officer present during all business hours.”8SR 






“Aldo Leopold wrote an essay called the “Outlook for Farm Wildlife,” which warned of the dangers of industrialized agriculture for soil, animals, and rural communities.

Leopold saw two possibilities for American agriculture: the farm as a “place to live,” where wildlife could be accommodated, or the farm as a “food factory,” whose only goal is to produce sellable goods. The latter, he believed, generated new insecurities, economic and ecological, in place of those it was meant to abolish.” NYer 8/17, pg 18



OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

Commissioners expressed two concerns in favor of the project:

 

[bookmark: _GoBack]1. How else can Humboldt’s thriving Cannabis industry be supplied without these type facilities? The answer may be in the proposed small farmer ordinance on your agenda, especially if generators and artificial lighting, except low wattage from solar PV, are excluded.

  

2. The applicant has spent years and money, how can this Commission deny them now? This project, for all its laudable attributes, is in the wrong location and despite the time and money, deficient in significant areas. Additionally, it threatens to open the floodgates to many others, transforming a rural habitat-rich area into a Cannabis manufacturing zone, despite being off the grid  miles along country roads, away from grid power, fire protection and reliable communication. 



Investment-backed expectations should not supersede the Public Trust. The Planning Dept. needs clear direction from the Commission, not the other way around. The County has complete authority to deny this project under land use law, regardless of apparent investments made by the applicant.







impacts are manifest.

Diesel generators will be employed once the greenhouses
with automated curtains are constructed, well before the 3 &
6 year thresholds for 50-80% renewables. 

The Coglaiti’s points about rejuvenating the valley are also
poignant and valid. I doubt anyone would object to full sun
cultivation, with solar PV-powered low wattage lights and
light dep, that mimic the terroir agriculture of vineyards and
other crops world-wide. This regime, of course, would limit
production to nature’s own capacity to grow plants, rather
than artificially forcing 3 full cycles of production.

Ms Borusas’ heartfelt comments are also compelling, but it is
important to note who the owner is: AMT,LLC. Presumably,
AMT is the source of financing for all the consultants that
were necessary to minimize and explain away all the impacts
from this operation.

Vehicular impacts of logging trucks are restricted to the dry
months, as opposed to Adesa's year-round operation (plus
other projects if approved).

Mad R Estates is an even bigger diesel grow and
lists other projects. This is the project where Keith
Slauson discovered a second Golden Eagle nest
close by. See attachments MR Estates cum
impacts.pdf, Other grows.docx.

Here’s where the General plan may be violated
regarding FIRE. See attachment, KFD & HC Gen
Plan.docx.

Clearing up the Diesel generator issue. See
attachment, Diesel.1.docx.

PGE, Foreseeable expansion & Growth Induction.
See attachment, PGE not evaluated.docx.



Eagles, see attachment, Golden Eagles.1.docx.

Vanpools plus, see attachment Adesa et al
Traffic.docx.

Who is Deva? See attachment Deva.docx.

No Solar impacts worth mentioning? See
attachment, Solar Arrays.docx.

NO mention of Sudden Oak Death (SOD), see
attachment SOD.docx.

Unarmed & Remote=vulnerable, see attachment,
Criminality.docx.

PCs have unprecedented opportunity, see
attachment, PC Opportunity.docx.



TRAFFIC 
 
Vanpools are optional, GHG evaluations are not 
 
Optional employee carpools, or individual transports, may 
increase the VMT’s in excess of that disclosed in the Staff 
Report, which only considered vanpools, contributing 
further, along with water and diesel deliveries, to the 
unevaluated GHG emissions. (IS/MND, pg 6) 
“…[a]nalysis should include the project’s energy use for all 
project phases and components, including transportation-
related energy.” 
http://files.resources.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/2018_CEQA_FINA
L_TEXT_122818.pdf pg 30 
 
Inevitable, Unprecedented Increased Traffic Hazards 
 
These access roads to the Project see little traffic year-
round, but hardly any in the winter. That would change 
dramatically were this, and pending projects approved, 
especially if/when other projects in the area are permitted, 
since all 3 access roads (Fickle Hill, Kneeland, or Mountain 
View), converge on Maple Creek Road, (except directly 
onto Maple Creek Rd out of Korbel from 299). 
 
Traffic along these roads can be treacherous. Twelve of the 
segments in the project’s road report measured from 17-19 
feet, (the standard road is 24 feet), and the one widest 
measures 23 ft. (64 SR) Logging trucks and drivers 
unfamiliar with these winding roads along with diesel and 

http://files.resources.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/2018_CEQA_FINAL_TEXT_122818.pdf
http://files.resources.ca.gov/ceqa/docs/2018_CEQA_FINAL_TEXT_122818.pdf


propane trucks make for risky confrontations. (see 
Highway Patrol at pg 110 SR) 
 
Wet winter travel can be vectors for SOD. 
 
Employees, diesel and water deliveries, unlike logging 
trucks, will drive these roads every day all year long. 
 



The final IS/DMND should be revised to include an 
analysis of all Project impacts, including Project 
components included in the LSAA, and propose mitigation 
where appropriate (Recommendation 1). CDFW 
7/31/2020 
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C O U N T Y  O F  H U M B O L D T  
P L A N N I N G  A N D  B U I L D I N G  D E P A R T M E N T  

C A N N A B I S  S E R V I C E S  D I V I S I O N  
 

3015 H Street Eureka CA 95501    
Fax: (707) 268-3792   Phone: (707)445-7541  

 
 
 
September 28, 2018 Sent via email to 
 scoriell@shn-engr.com 
SHN Engineering & Geologists 
Attn.: Stein Coriell 
812 W. Wabash Ave. 
Eureka, CA 95501 
 
RE: Permit Application No.  APPS# 11923 APN: 315-211-004 & 315-145-002 CUP-16-452  
           11924 APN: 315-146-018 & 315-222-003 CUP-16-453 
Dear Mr. Coriell: 
 
The County has reviewed the draft CEQA Initial Study prepared for the Adesa Organic LLC and 
Deva Amrita LLC projects.  Unfortunately, there is not enough information available to determine 
if all potential impacts have been disclosed and mitigated to the extent feasible. The initial study 
will require substantial revision in order to adequately assess whether or not there are potentially 
significant impacts associated with the construction and operation of the project. The County will 
work with our consultant to update the initial study; however, further information must be 
submitted in order to update the Initial Study and to determine if potentially significant impacts 
exist.   
 
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife has requested that an Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) be prepared for an adjacent project due to concerns that the project and adjacent 
projects in the cumulative have the potential to change the environment, thus adversely 
affecting the habitat of State and Federally listed species.  The bar for requiring an EIR is whether 
a fair argument of a potentially significant impact exists.  The argument has been presented by 
CDFW on an adjacent property based on potential cumulative impacts.  
 
The following information must be submitted to enable completion of the environmental 
document for your proposed projects:  

 
1. The Biological Impacts analysis does not consider cumulative impacts associated with 

these projects and other proposed projects in the vicinity. The Natural Resources 
Assessment received by the County from your consultant on February 26, 2018 must be 
updated to include more information about potential special status species.  For instance 
the document identifies on pages 22 and 23 that there are 33 special status plant species 
and 38 special status animal species that have the potential to exist on site, but does not 
identify what they are or whether a survey has been done to determine whether they exist.  
This lack of information makes it impossible to determine if the project will have an impact 
on these species.  The Natural Resources Assessment does not address many of the species 
that were identified (including physical presence, scat, or tracks) by CDFW staff on their 
site visits on May 7 and May 30, 2018 for an adjacent project. Granted this adjacent area 
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also has frontage on the Mad River, and the subject sites do not; however, the presence 
of a Bald Eagle and a Golden Eagle were identified during the CDFW site visit.   
a. Golden Eagles and Bald Eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle 

Protection Act.  The submitted Natural Resources Assessment does not include an 
assessment of these species.  Please submit an amended survey that assesses the 
presence of these species, including identification of potential foraging habitat.  Given 
that this project is within the vicinity of a known Golden Eagle Nest, and possibly in the 
habitat area of a Bald Eagle, these facts alone may be sufficient to find that an EIR is 
required. 

b. A great deal more information is needed to adequately disclose the species which 
could be impacted and a discussion of the potential sources of impacts (construction, 
loss of habitat through new development, and operational (human activity and use of 
onsite roads.)). Please submit additional information for each of the species that have 
potential to exist on the site.  

c. The use of generators and mixed light is a significant concern with respect to its impact 
on wildlife habitat. 
 

2. Additional information to address Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases is required.  The 
County must have additional information to show how dust generation on a gravel road 
in an Air Basin that is in non-attainment for PM10 is not a significant unavoidable impact.  
No modeling has been done for greenhouse gases or air quality impacts.  

 
The responses to items 1 and 2, above should also consider the cumulative impacts of the three 
similarly large applications proposed in proximity to this site. Under the circumstances this is the 
most significant consideration of the entire CEQA analysis. Unless the Initial Study can be 
adequately modified to present adequate evidence on the record that there is not the potential 
for a significant adverse impact, the only conclusion the County can reach is that an EIR must be 
prepared.   
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me at eschatz1@co.humboldt.ca.us or 707-268-3759 if you 
have any questions about this letter.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
Elizabeth Schatz 
Senior Planner 
 
cc:  Adesa Applicant 
 Deva Amrita Applicant 
 Greg Williston, SHN 

mailto:eschatz1@co.humboldt.ca.us


Cannabis grows are known to be unarmed, and because of 
this remote location far from law enforcement, Adesa, like 
others similarly situated, are vulnerable to criminal 
activities. A single security guard on duty during daytime 
hours is hardly a deterrent, and electronic security devices 
are not foolproof. 
 
“The drying facility and greenhouses will have a security 
officer present during all business hours.”8SR  
 



Deva Amitra LLC shares the metrics for water collection, 
storage and usage; diesel use; and prime ag soils with 
Adesa LLC, but there is no discussion of Deva in the SR. 
60-62SR  



DIESEL POWER  GENERATION 
 
CDFW and the public are confused by Cliff Johnson’s 
“clarification” that phasing will proceed from full sun and 
hoop greenhouses, and that the proposed 690 Kw solar PV 
array is mitigation for the diesel generators. 
 
However, it is clear from the Staff report that diesel 
generated power is an integral part of the plan, transitioning 
within three years to 50% renewable and in six to 80%. 
(27SR)  
 
 “The applicant shall ensure a minimum of 80% of project 
electrical energy is generated by renewable sources. This 
shall be accomplished through the use of solar arrays on-
site with generator for backup.” (27SR) 

“The Project proposes phasing for several features 
including greenhouse construction (i.e. hoop houses 
initially with hand-pulled shading progressing to automated 
systems), starting with permeable greenhouse floors then 
transitioning to two-acres of concrete, and energy use 
initially diesel generators transitioning to a photovoltaic 
[PV] array.” 106SR 

“Mitigation is proposed to ensure that the project develops 
adequate solar generation capacity that reduces diesel 
consumption to primarily times when solar generation is 
unreliable (i.e. extended periods of overcast or cloudy 
weather).” (IS/MND 41) 

“However, even if diesel is used to completely meet project 



needs, later analysis shows that this is a less than 
significant impact to air quality.” (IS/MND 21)  

“An estimated supplemental light use is anticipated to be 
approximately 1,500 hours per year. The applicant plans to 
use a combination of solar and diesel generator use for 
supplemental lighting and HVAC power. With a project 
that will be developed in phases, it is difficult to estimate 
the generator fuel usage. Even if solely diesel generation 
was used to meet the project energy needs, the projected 
fuel use is less than 135,859 gallons (Diesel Service and 
Supply 2019).” 23 IS/MND 

All the electronic equipment will need electricity: mixed 
lighting, 14 air conditioners (“Fourteen stand-alone air 
conditioning units would be placed along the east side of 
the structure.”4SR), fertilizer irrigation systems, pumps, 
light deprivation curtains, heaters, dehumidifiers, security 
and communications systems, etc. 
 
How Many Generators? 
There is further confusion regarding how many generators 
are planned: two 500KW diesel generators (4&116SR) or 
“The project proposes to generate power through a 
combination of solar PV panels and five diesel generators: 
four 725-kw and one 150-kw.” (SR pg 38 & 46). “Power is 
proposed to be provided by a combination of solar power 
and diesel generators.” 10SR  
 
How much diesel is stored? 
The Staff Report catalogues diesel use, storage, and an 
every two week delivery schedule (pp 6, 37 & 61 SR), 



although again there is confusion regarding the amount of 
diesel stored on site, because on page 60 of the SR, the total 
stored is 15000 gal not 10,000, with 5,000 attributed to 
Deva Amitra (with NO discussion of Deva in the SR). 
 
“The Adesa Organic, LLC project will use up to 
approximately 135,859 gallons of diesel annually. A total 
of up to 10,000 gallons of diesel fuel storage will be 
installed for the Adesa Organic, LLC project, in two 
separate 5,000-gallon above-ground tanks.” 8SR 
 
 



“Golden eagles tend to avoid nesting in areas with a lot 
of human activity.” 
(https://centerofthewest.org/2016/06/20/golden-bald-
eagles-different/) 
 
Alternative Golden Eagle nest sites, like the one identified 
by Keith Slauson near Mad River Estates next to 
Adesa, reflect “core areas of Golden Eagle territory,” and 
are likely to be used. (“Conservation Significance of 
Alternative Nest Sites of Golden Eagles” Global Ecology 
and Conservation, Jan., 2015)  
 
These Eagles, rare in this habitat, range over 10 square 
miles, with a nest curtilage of over two.  
 
Pairs were spotted during March, April and May 2020 
surveys. They are the only Goldens in the area. 
 
There is no way to avoid threatening their lives from the 
planned activities proposed here. 
 

https://centerofthewest.org/2016/06/20/golden-bald-eagles-different/
https://centerofthewest.org/2016/06/20/golden-bald-eagles-different/


“Cumulative impacts refer to two or more individual effects 
which, when considered together, are considerable or 
which compound or increase other environmental 
impacts…The individual effects may be changes resulting 
from a single project or a number of separate projects. For 
the above reasons, the District (HBMWD) requests the 
Planning Commission require full environmental review of 
CUP 16-452 and the Special permit application SP 18-074 
for Cannabis cultivation sites.” 10/17/18 HBMWD 
 



General Plan Violation 

There is no indication that any fire department, Kneeland or 
Maple Creek FPD, has specifically acknowledged 
providing adequate coverage for fire protection, as required 
by the HC General plan, “Required Findings for 
Conditional Use Permits and Special Permits.”  

 The proposed development must be consistent with the 
General Plan. However, the proposed development is not in 
conformance with the following policy of the General Plan: 

 Community Infrastructure and Services Element 
standard IS-S5, Other Development Outside of Fire 
District Boundaries, “requires new industrial, commercial, 
and residential development located outside of fire district 
boundaries to obtain written acknowledgement of available 
emergency response and fire suppression services from the 
local fire agency, including any recommended mitigation.”  

Confused Responsibility 

“Portions of the project site are within a Wildland Fire 
Rating Zone of “High,” and portions of the project site are 
within a Wildland Fire Rating Zone of “Moderate,” 
indicating that the area is at moderate to high risk of 
wildland fire (Humboldt County GIS 2018). The subject 
properties are located in the Kneeland Volunteer Fire 
Response Area, but are in State Responsibility Area (SRA) 
lands, which means the site is an area of legal responsibility 
for fire protection by CALFIRE.” 54& 97SR 

 



CalFire is not the responsible agency, it is within the 
“sphere,” but not the District of Kneeland 
FPD ( http://humboldtlafco.org/wp-
content/uploads/Kneeland-FPD-and-Sphere_7-17-13.pdf. 

In any case, it is clear that CalFire opposes this project for 
obvious reasons. 

High Risk Areas With Prolonged & Inadequate 
Response 

The biggest risk of Adesa is fire (habitat fragmentation is 
guaranteed). CalFire’s heliport at Kneeland is 6 miles away 
and is only fully operational 5 months out of the year, and 
then without ground support.  Kneeland VFD is over 30 
minutes away and not equipped to handle large or complex 
fires with their 12-person team. CalFire warns: “Steep 
terrain and heavy wildland fuels contribute to fire intensity 
and spread. The distances from fire stations and road grades 
encountered usually create an excessive response time for 
effective structure fire suppression purposes.”  

 That’s why CalFire opposes Adesa: “CALFIRE does not 
support development in areas where there is no local 
agency fire service for structure fires and emergency 
medical response. Fire services should be extended into 
service gap areas as a condition of development.” (SR 89-
91) 

Currently, multiple fires in the state have exhausted fire 
protection services. There is no assurance that a fire in the 

http://humboldtlafco.org/wp-content/uploads/Kneeland-FPD-and-Sphere_7-17-13.pdf
http://humboldtlafco.org/wp-content/uploads/Kneeland-FPD-and-Sphere_7-17-13.pdf


Maple Creek area would be an isolated event, but this 
inevitability is never considered. 

“In out of district areas, response times can exceed 30 
minutes (KFPD 2018).” 80 IS/MND 

 “The fire hazard severity zone for the project is classified 
as “Very High.”” 58SR 

Diesel fuel is highly flammable, and propane tanks explode 
in a fire, risking fire personnel and everybody else. 

 
 



































APPENDIX: OTHER PROJECTS (SEE MAD R 
ESTATES CUMULATIVE IMPACTS FOR MORE 
PROJECTS) 
 (There are other CUPs in this region, potentially 
awaiting this approval. 
https://aca-
prod.accela.com/HUMBOLDT/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Modul
e=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=16HUM&capI
D2=00000&capID3=0126S&agencyCode=HUMBOLDT 
  
•12775 –56,235 square foot (SF) The power source will be 
a 100kw diesel generator and propane generators. 
  
•11616 – a new 5 acre (217,800 square foot (SF) Power 
will be provided by generators 
  
•12346 – Four (4) Conditional Use Permits that will operate 
year around, seven days a week. … 
  
•10946 –9,600 square feet, Five cycles harvests occur per 
year. Electricity is provided by generators. 
  
•11898 –17,780 square feet Electricity is provided from 
generator power. 
  
•11899 –10,000 square feet. Electricity is sourced from 
generator power. 
  
•11110 –22,000 sf. Power is provided by an onsite 
generator. 
  

https://aca-prod.accela.com/HUMBOLDT/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=16HUM&capID2=00000&capID3=0126S&agencyCode=HUMBOLDT
https://aca-prod.accela.com/HUMBOLDT/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=16HUM&capID2=00000&capID3=0126S&agencyCode=HUMBOLDT
https://aca-prod.accela.com/HUMBOLDT/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=16HUM&capID2=00000&capID3=0126S&agencyCode=HUMBOLDT
https://aca-prod.accela.com/HUMBOLDT/Cap/CapDetail.aspx?Module=Planning&TabName=Planning&capID1=16HUM&capID2=00000&capID3=0126S&agencyCode=HUMBOLDT


•11982 –10,000 square feet Electricity is sourced from 
solar, wind, and micro-hydro power, with backup generator 
power. 
 
The crowded field of projects is summarized in the 
IS/MND: 
  
  
“An applicant has applied for two conditional use permits 
and a special permit for 56,235 square feet of commercial 
cannabis cultivation on a parcel to the south of the Adesa 
Organic LLC project. This project consists of both outdoor 
and mixed-light cultivation, an associated nursery, and a 
commercial processing facility. Project water is sourced 
from two existing ponds and a permitted well. Power will 
be sourced from a 100kW diesel generator and propane 
generators with appropriate noise attenuation.”  
  
“There is a second proposed cannabis cultivation on a 417-
acre parcel directly to the southwest of the Adesa project. 
This project permit application consists of four conditional 
use permits for a new mixed-light cultivation operation 
with the development of 37 greenhouses totaling four 
cultivated acres. Irrigation water will be sourced from 
rainwater catchment with 2.5-million-gallon pond and 
additional storage tanks. The project would employ 
approximately 24 full-time and up to 2 part-time 
employees. Power would initially be supplied by 
generators, with PG&E service being installed in the 
future. Up to six acres onsite will be reserved for RRR 



cultivation that would consist of outdoor cultivation and 
require separate land use approvals.” 
  
“These two projects all require the use of Maple Creek 
Road for project access and are all located between 0.5 
mile and 1.5 miles of the project sites.” 
  
“There are three additional projects further afield from the 
Adesa Organic, LLC project. These include an application 
for an existing 9,600-square-foot mixed-light operation 
located approximately 3 miles to the northwest, an 
application for 17,780 square feet of existing outdoor 
medical cannabis cultivation located approximately 2.2 
miles to the southwest, an application for 10,000 square 
feet of existing outdoor cannabis cultivation located 
approximately 2.1 miles to the southwest, an application for 
22,000 square feet of existing mixed-light cultivation 
located approximately 2.3 miles to the southwest, and an 
application for a zoning clearance certificate for 10,000 
square feet of new mixed-light cultivation approximately 
3.2 miles to the southeast.”(IS/MND 102-103, italics 
added) 
 



“Aldo Leopold wrote an essay called the “Outlook for 
Farm Wildlife,” which warned of the dangers of 
industrialized agriculture for soil, animals, and rural 
communities. 
 
Leopold saw two possibilities for American agriculture: the 
farm as a “place to live,” where wildlife could be 
accommodated, or the farm as a “food factory,” whose only 
goal is to produce sellable goods. The latter, he believed, 
generated new insecurities, economic and ecological, in 
place of those it was meant to abolish.” NYer 8/17, pg 18 

 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS 
Commissioners expressed two concerns in favor of the 
project: 
  
1. How else can Humboldt’s thriving Cannabis industry 
be supplied without these type facilities? The 
answer may be in the proposed small farmer ordinance on 
your agenda, especially if generators and artificial lighting, 
except low wattage from solar PV, are excluded. 
   
2. The applicant has spent years and money, how can this 
Commission deny them now? This project, for all 
its laudable attributes, is in the wrong location and despite 
the time and money, deficient in significant areas. 
Additionally, it threatens to open the floodgates to many 
others, transforming a rural habitat-rich area into a 
Cannabis manufacturing zone, despite being off the grid  



miles along country roads, away from grid power, fire 
protection and reliable communication.  
 
Investment-backed expectations should not supersede the 
Public Trust. The Planning Dept. needs clear direction 
from the Commission, not the other way around. The 
County has complete authority to deny this project under 
land use law, regardless of apparent investments made by 
the applicant. 
 



PGE connection unevaluated 

Audubon asserted that growth-inducing impacts from 
interconnecting to PGE have not been adequately 
addressed.  

PLANNING’s response: “The commenter asserts that the 
extension of the electrical grid to the subject property 
would “be a growth inducing factor.” Any decision by an 
electrical utility in the future, which is purely speculative at 
this point, is a completely separate project from the 
proposal presently under consideration.”  

However, the record shows reliance by Adesa, and the 
neighboring project, Mad River Estates, on PGE as a 
potential mitigation for the diesel generators: 

“If the project is ever interconnected to the local grid the 
electrical energy would be provided by Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company.” (IS/MND, Pg 42), and “Power would 
initially be supplied by generators, with PG&E service 
being installed in the future.” (IS/MND pg 102)  

 “Alternatively, the project could interconnect into the local 
grid and obtain electrical energy from a local utility 
providing power generated from up to 80% renewable 
sources.” (27SR) 

And right next door on the Mad River Estates proposed 
project: 

“There is a second proposed cannabis cultivation on a 417-
acre parcel directly to the southwest of the Adesa 
project. Power would initially be supplied by generators, 



with PG&E service being installed in the future.  

However, the Staff Report provides no information to 
evaluate the feasibility or consequences of such a 
connection in this very rural area. 

Additionally, the potential for Adesa to double in size, a 
prospect facilitated by the unlimited power of PGE, is 
reasonably foreseeable: “The project site, which will 
consist of one legal parcel of 443 acres after recording of a 
Notice of Merger, would potentially be eligible for up to 4 
acres of new cultivation under this provision however the 
applicant has chosen to request approval of half of what is 
potentially permittable.” (sic). SR3 The second pond option 
reinforces this expectation. 

 
 



The Staff Report makes no mention of Sudden Oak Death 
(SOD) from the all-season increase in traffic, especially the  
wet season, from SOD-affected areas to this mixed forest 
with susceptible species and carriers. SOD is not currently 
in this Maple Creek area, but it has been found a couple 
miles downstream of this project, and on Mt. View Ranch 
property and elsewhere. 
 
According to Yana Valachovic, UC Cooperative Extension: 
“At present we have not seen the disease in white oak and 
hope it stays that way.  …the disease is present in that area, 
(in the Maple Creek and Mad R areas from the mouth of 
Goodman Prairie Creek to the end of Maple Creek Road,  
upstream from Jack Shaw Rd, both sides of the Mad R), but 
I can’t exactly be certain where.  There are no funds for a 
formal tracking program, but the disease is in that drainage 
and is generally in small pockets around where you 
ask.” (8/24/2020) 
 



Ground-based solar arrays create impacts to wildlife from 
mirror and other effects, and wildlife corridors, and from 
ground disturbances like trenching, yet there is no 
discussion of any influence on the environment from the 
10-12,000 sq ft array, and the 500 sq ft battery shed in 
proximity to wetland buffer areas. (see map. IS/MND pg 
168 
 
Batteries come in all styles, including those known to 
spontaneously combust (eg Li ion), or explode from 
hydrogen gas escapement during recharging, and leak 
sulfuric acid, contaminating the soil and ground with lead 
(lead acid). 
 
“Proposed Photovoltaic System and Battery Sheds: An 
approximately10,000-12,000-square-foot photovoltaic (PV) 
system is proposed with an associated 500-square-foot 
battery shed on the hillside to the north of the greenhouses. 
The PV system would be located near the proposed 
cultivation area. The PV system is proposed to consist of an 
array of low, ground-mounted panels.”  4SR 
 
. 
“Electrical Service  
The solar PV systems will have a maximum power output 
of 690 kW. Rooftop solar is also proposed on the 
agricultural storage building.” 8SR 
 
 
 



Dear Planning Commissioners, 
 
I write you today to please consider my project for its capacity to meet and exceed County 
standards for the ordinance under which I applied. It was extremely disheartening to read the 
letter from Friends of the Mad River and CDFW which had so much incorrect information and 
statements about my project. I do not understand how so much hard work and pouring over 
details that went into designing this project can be unraveled so quickly by simply ignoring, 
misinterpreting and misrepresenting the facts.  I know the sheer breadth of documents we 
presented may be a lot for anyone outside the Planning Department to want to analyze and 
fact check in comparison to the opposition statements, but I feel like you have to do the right 
thing and do just that. 
 
Noah, speaking on hearsay and not evidentiary information is extremely damaging, and 
definitely inappropriate in this official position. I understand you want to preserve the 
environment, but it seems like impermissible confirmation bias to be on the board of a group 
(EPIC) actively trying to find some issue with my project and also be one of the agents 
determining my fate. It seems like a conflict of interest to me. 
 
As for the Golden Eagles: CDFW failed to disclose that they believed the nest was active, 
although knowing so, for the first two site visits and first two years of correspondence between 
us.  In 2018, when the Planning Department was scheduling me for a Planning Commission 
hearing we get the surprise news that CDFW has a concern with the Golden Eagle nest in the 
Mad River Valley which they had known was active and was located on another applicant’s 
property. That same year I hired Sandra Hunt von Arb, a raptor specialist who predominantly 
works for logging companies and CDFW, and closely with Andrew Orahoske who was my CDFW 
field agent at the time, and is one of the premier raptor experts in Northern California to begin 
her site visits. Not only that, she was the biologist who first documented that nest site in the 
early 2000’s. She immediately dismissed my location as having any chance of impact because of 
its elevation distance from the nest and for lack of old growth trees and steep banks that eagles 
prefer for breeding. After doing site surveys in 2018, she began protocol surveys in 2019 which 
must be done during breeding season. She confirmed her hypothesis because all data showed 
the eagle foraged immediately surrounding the nest and in the low basin of the river valley. In 
2020 we completed protocol raptor surveys with Gretchen O’Brien, another leader in raptors of 
the North Coast, and she again confirmed the eagles always stay south of Maple Creek Road 
predominantly in the low basin of the river valley surrounding the nest site. I was surprised that 
CDFW didn’t mention this because it was the only concern, they ever raised with me, and we 
felt like the protocol surveys adequately addressed these concerns proving that the eagle nest 
was outside of the minimum setback of 1 mile for our project.  
 
Ronnie, in terms of seeing a golden eagle: rarely do people see them. I live here and I still have 
never seen it. Up until the early 00’s raptor biologists had to hike to Trinity to look down into 
Humboldt to see the one Bald Eagle nest we thought we had. Since then many nests have been 
found all over the county and it seems like information, technology, access to GPS devices has 
shown there are more eagles than BIOLOGISTS, not laymen, thought there were. Golden Eagles, 



although obviously rare here, are one of the most populous eagle species on the planet. Simply 
because you have not had an interaction with one, does not mean my project poses an impact 
on one. Yes, they are special and unique, that’s why we studied this specific nest, with bated 
breath, to see what their actual flight patterns look like, and luckily, we are outside the setback 
for conducting our project. Please consider the empirical data when making your decision.  
 
As for the shuttle, it’s called a mandatory shuttle for a reason. Of course, we are trying to 
enforce it. Would you rather we not have one, simply because you don’t believe that people 
want to do the right thing?  
 
Lastly, your comments about making friends and influencing people are also incredibly telling. I 
know you may not recognize my name, I know I may not rub elbows with the Good Ol’ Boys 
Club, I’m sorry I was not born 10 years sooner to do an illegal grow and now be asking for 
forgiveness, but I am not here to make friends or influence you. That would be highly unethical. 
I am simply asking you to act in the quasi-judiciary role to which you have agreed to, and judge 
the project based on its ability to meet and exceed County Ordinance and mitigate any 
potential impacts.  
 
I ask that you, the Planning Commission, remember that I am in fact not nearly the largest grow 
that has come before you (look at the multiple 6+ acre grows in Honeydew for example). 
My project has met and exceeded the standards provided under the CCMLUO. 
 
I have already agreed to the mitigations provided, meaning 80% renewables right from the 
onset of my project. Not only that, but we have engineered a stand alone structure to house 
the exact generator we chose to mitigate sound escaping to only 3 decibels over the 55 db 
standard. We are not taking shots in the dark here, everything and I mean everything has been 
specifically chosen, studied, and engineered for this specific project. The neighbors won’t hear 
anything, as we have assured through science and engineering that they won’t. I agreed to the 
entirety of the projects presented in my LSAA which the vast majority were not even near my 
cultivation site –willing to spend 100’s of thousands of dollars in the process just so CDFW 
knows I want to be a good steward for this land. All the while, none of my culverts were failing 
and simply need to be upsized, even in the 75” of rain we got in 2016. 
 
I am a good person, trying to do the right thing. I bought a property in the correct zoning, AE 
which expressly permits intensive agriculture. I am using rain catchment for my water supply, 
with all appropriate bullfrog/overflow protocols described to you in the environmental 
document. Building a project to suit the ordinance, working with all the agencies that have 
come on site to address any viable concerns, growing the square footage as allowed for my 
acreage- which again, I am using less than 1% of.   
 
Please do the right thing and approve my Negative Mitigated Declaration. 
Thank you, 
 
Laura Borusas 



From: Mad River
To: Planning Clerk; Wilson, Mike; Madrone, Steve; Fennell, Estelle
Subject: PLN-11923 Adesa - opposed
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 1:51:49 PM

Additional comments from Friends of the Mad River on PLN-11923 in light of Humboldt
County Board of Supervisors hearing and deliberations on appeal of Honeydew Ranch LLC
on 9/1/2020.

Planning Commissioners:

Please review the relevant appeal documents and listen to the public hearing from September
1, 2020 before the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors concerning the Appeal of the
Planning Commission actions to Approve The Honeydew Ranch, LLC, Conditional Use
Permit and Special Permit to Allow continued cultivation of 16,175 square feet of mixed light
cannabis cultivation and a 14,000-square-foot wholesale nursery and Adoption of a Mitigated
Negative Declaration that evaluated a maximum of 6 acres of mixed light commercial
cannabis cultivation and the wholesale nursery on Assessor Parcel Number (APN): 107-272-
005.

By this comment, Friends of the Mad River is hereby incorporating by reference the
entire administrative record from the Honeydew Ranch LLC appeal into the
administrative record for PLN-11923 CUP Adesa.

The primary issues concerning new industrial greenhouse development using diesel generators
in a rural, biological diverse ecosystem are much the same in Honeydew Ranch LLC and the
Adesa project. The Mad River area around Hunter Ranch, Big Bend Ranch, Wilson Ranch,
and the Adesa/Mad River Estates Project area is also in an area prone to wildfire, and without
sufficient firefighting capacity. Adesa and Mad River Estates will introduce new sources of
fire ignition to this rural, undeveloped area, counter to clear direction from Calfire. This type
of industrial scale development simply does not belong in these rural areas, and its runs totally
counter to the law and intent of the cannabis ordinances passed by the Board of Supervisors.

As we have previously stated and for many of the same reasons and concerns expressed by the
Humboldt County Supervisors during the Honeydew Ranch LLC appeal hearing, we
respectfully ask the you deny PLN-11923 Adesa CUP.

-Friends of the Mad River

mailto:friendsofthemadriver@gmail.com
mailto:planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Mike.Wilson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:smadrone@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:EFennell@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Cynthia Kuttner
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Adesa Cannabis Grow
Date: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 3:18:40 PM

I write to you today because the land cannot speak for herself. If you want industrial grows please use already
industrialized property. Please do not add to the destruction of natural lands which are suffering from human impact
all over the world. We need, the earth needs, clean abundant water, healthy forest systems, and the fauna and flora
who depend on that healthy system. Don’t be the ones to further destroy our planet. Maple Creek is one of our more
pristine valleys!  Do the right thing: put nature’s health before profit.
Most sincerely, Cindy Kuttner,
                          1740 Buttermilk Lane, Arcata, California

Sent from my iPad

mailto:cynthiakuttner@gmail.com
mailto:planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: harrieth6@gmail.com
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Agenda item 2. Adesa Organic, LLC, Conditional Use Permits, Application Number 11923, Case Number PLN-

11923-CUP
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 7:54:50 AM

Dear Planning Commissioners:
I recommend that you not approve a conditional use for permit for this project. Allowing a
cannabis farm of this size that includes components such as large diesel tanks and generators,
the habitat destruction and fragmentation of highly diverse wildlife areas such as riparian and
oak woodland, super-sized ponds that will attract invasive species, and the daily hauling-in of
workers, is not appropriate for this remote, sparsely populated ranching community.  It sets a
dangerous precedent for the proliferation of industrial cannabis farms and processing plants
in the other wild and isolated areas of our county; many are already proposed. If we must host
large, intensive cannabis developments, they should be located closer to where the needed
infrastructure and labor force already exists.  
I believe that the county should instead focus on streamlining the legalization of  small farms
as per the proposed Cannabis Ordinance Amendments for Small Cultivators, the agenda item
to be considered just prior to the Adesa development.  We have an abundance of folks with
superb cannabis cultivation expertise in our hills who are able to grow the crop with minimal
impacts.  Such farms already exist and are appropriate for the more isolated parts of our
county.  Please help them legalize their operations by passing this ordinance.  Let’s strive to
keep industrial agriculture out of our lovely, biologically diverse and “carbon-sinking” back
country.
I will recommend the referral of this project to our County Board of Supervisors for their
consideration if the permit is approved.
Sincerely, Harriet Hill, 1695 Timothy Road, McKinleyville, CA 95519
 
 

 

mailto:harrieth6@gmail.com
mailto:planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Lorraine Miller-Wolf
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: opposed to this project!
Date: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 11:58:55 AM

Hello,
I have been a Humboldt County resident since 1974 and have seen our area go through many changes, some positive
and some negative.  I am adamantly opposed to permitting the large industrial cannabis grow that is being proposed
for the Maple Creek area.  This project would fall under the negative changes to our area.  I want to encourage you
to NOT allow this project to be approved for the sake of the environment and wildlife in that area.
Thank you.
Regards,
Lorraine B. Miller-Wolf
1363 Clipper Lane
Bayside, CA 95524
707 498-9441

mailto:curly1363@gmail.com
mailto:planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Susan .Penn
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Adesa Organic CUP
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 9:21:09 AM

My name is Susan Penn, and I live in Eureka. I am writing in regards to Agenda item 2, Adesa
Organic, LLC, Conditional Use permit,  to express my opposition to the proposal. A facility of
that size and natural is totally inappropriate for the Maple Creek area. The increased traffic,
the possible pollution of waterways, and its proximity to valuable natural resources all speak
against it. Small organic farmers currently make their living there. More local farms make
sense, but not an industrial facility of this type. You have other, better options before you.
Please do not grant this permit.

Thank you.
Susan Penn

mailto:susanpenn60@gmail.com
mailto:planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Karen Rice
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Agenda item 2, Adesa Organic
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 9:34:30 AM

I have been a Kneeland Resident since 1985 and I’m writing with grave reservations about this projected
development.  I’m alarmed by the increased number of decisions made for money in the pockets of a few at the long
termed expense of the environment. My husband and I have seen a decline in wildlife over the past thirty years that
could be partially due to the  increased number of grows. With wildfires becoming the new normal, this is not the
time to impact creek and river flow and add to the carbon emissions.  The Kneeland roads are not equipped to
handle the extra traffic nor do residents want any more traffic. Already there have been numerous complaints on
Next door Kneeland about an increase in reckless drivers.
Please do not approve this project.

Karen Rice
Barry Road

mailto:kj3rice@gmail.com
mailto:planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us


  

 

 

 

September 2, 2020 
Cliff Johnson, Supervising Planner 
Humboldt County Planning and Building Department 
3015 H Street, Eureka CA. 95501 
cjohnson@co.humboldt.ca.us 
 
Subject: Adesa Organics, LLC Conditional Use Permit PLN-11923-CUP 
 
Dear Cliff Johnson, 

 
I am writing on behalf of Northcoast Regional Land Trust (NRLT) to provide formal 
public comment under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) on Project No. 
PLN-11923-CUP, a proposed cannabis operation (“Project”) to be located at 23550 
Maple Creek Road, Korbel, Maple Creek area.  NRLT staff first learned of the proposed 
Project during the week of August 24, 2020, when a concerned member of the public 
brought it to our attention because of the Project’s adjacency to a property known as 
the Hunter Ranch, on which NRLT holds a conservation easement (recorded in 2018 as 
Instrument No. 2018-017789).  
 
NRLT's Board of Directors discussed the Project on August 28, at which time several 
board members expressed a number of concerns. The first concern relates to the fact 
that NRLT received no formal notice of the Project; given that NRLT holds a 
conservation easement on adjacent property, we would have liked to have received 
notice of the Project. We will be sending a separate letter to the Humboldt County 
Planning Department formally requesting notice of projects on or immediately 
adjacent to NRLT-conserved properties in Humboldt County.  
 
Given the very limited amount of time to review the Project, NRLT has not been able 
to conduct a thorough analysis; however, based on NRLT's initial review, there are 
several concerns that we believe should be addressed prior to a decision to issue a 
Negative Declaration or Mitigated Negative Declaration from the Humboldt County 
Planning Commission. As mentioned above, the Project is in close proximity to the 
Hunter Ranch, on which NRLT holds a conservation easement intended to preserve 
the Hunter Ranch’s true oak woodland ecosystem, among other conservation values. 
NRLT is concerned that the proposed Project does not take into consideration the 
potential for the proposed operations to introduce Sudden Oak Death (SOD) into oak 
woodlands in or near the Project area and to spread it onto the immediately adjacent 
Hunter Ranch.  
 
Based on recent timber cruise data, there are an estimated 350,000 California black 
oak trees on the Hunter Ranch, with black oak being a typical host for, and therefore 
victim of, SOD. SOD has been detected near Big Bend Ranch along Maple Creek Road,   
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which is the primary access road to the Project area and to the Hunter Ranch. We are 
concerned that increased vehicle traffic (whether from workers or fuel deliveries) could spread 
SOD onto the Project area and thereby potentially affect the conservation attributes being 
protected by the Hunter Ranch conservation easement. Additionally, given the significant scale 
of the proposed cannabis operation and the operation's likely reliance on imported soil and soil 
amendments, we have significant concern that the importation of soil and/or amendments 
from incompletely composted green waste may act as a pathway for the introduction of SOD 
onto the Project area. 
 
NRLT is also concerned about the increased risk of accidental wildland fire due to the added 
number of people, increased vehicle trips, diesel fuel transport, construction equipment, etc. 
on the Project site. While the addition of an approximately 4,000,000-gallon pond certainly 
would increase the water resources available onsite and to CALFIRE to fight wildland fire, it 
does not appear that the Project addresses what could be considered a significant increase in 
potential ignition sources that could lead to an accidental wildland fire endangering both the 
Hunter Ranch and the conservation values described in the conservation easement. 
 
NRLT further is concerned that the significant reliance on diesel generators, with an expected 
annual usage of  about 136,000 gallons and expected fuel deliveries every two weeks, will result 
in increased risk of fuel spills and pose increased threat to sensitive habitats and to the Mad 
River, which is the source of Humboldt County's municipal water supplies for its primary 
population centers.  
 
In reviewing other comments, another neighboring landowner described what he believed to 
be a significant mapping error between the County property lines in the GIS and maps and the 
lines on the ground. NRLT would like to reiterate that the applicant must ensure that all 
improvements shown on the application are correctly located with respect to the actual on-the-
ground property lines.  
 
Finally, as a general comment, we have serious questions as to whether it is appropriate to site 
an operation of this scope and scale in such a remote location on vital rural resource lands. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dan Ehresman 
Executive Director 
 
 
ec: Kurt McCray, California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection - Kurt.McCray@fire.ca.gov 
Tina Bartlett, California Department of Fish and Wildlife - Tina.Bartlett@wildlife.ca.gov 
John Friedenbach, Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District - friedenbach@hbmwd.com 
John Walsh, California Wildlife Conservation Board - John.Walsh@wildlife.ca.gov 
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To:  Humboldt County Planning Commission 
From:  Bonnie Blackberry 
Date:  September 3, 2020 
 
 
RE:  Adesa, LLC. Case Number PLN-11923-CUP. 
 
 
Members of the Commission, 
 
I am writing in opposition to  Adesa LLC  permit.  
 
Permitting a 86,000 sq.ft. Mixed Light generator grow and drying facility with 15-20 
employees in this rural portion of Maple Creek is crazy.    Lights, fans, heaters, 
dehumidifiers, pumps…  using up to approximately 135,859 gallons of diesel fuel 
annually.  Holy crap. 
 
I have concerns regarding the environmental, wildlife and community impacts associated 
with this proposal.   Issues such as the access with greatly increased employee, fuel and 
supply truck transport traffic, noise, generator use, noise and pollution/fumes, with 
increased risk of accidents, leaks and fire.  135,859 gallons of diesel fuel to grow 
marijuana in the hills! 
 
I have concerns about the amount of water needed and where it will actually come from.  
Growing multiple yearly mixed light crops requires more of everything. How much is 
enough? 
 
I have concerns about the access and location, with what is proposed as the amount of 
traffic and what the actual traffic would be and the impacts of that increase. 
 
I have a lot more concerns but I’ll keep this short. This proposal needs to be rejected. 
 
How did we get to considering it appropriate to have a 86,000 sq. ft. diesel grow 
anywhere in Humboldt County, especially in this location? 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Bonnie Blackberry 
Garberville area 
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